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Abstract—Once sensitive digital content is shared or leaked,

it is not feasible for the content owner to control it. This has

led to issues whereby the privacy of leaked information is

compromised. There is a need for a solution to allow digital

content creators to maintain control of their digital assets even

after they have been shared, downloaded, and saved by the

receiver. In this paper, we propose a novel approach called

Data-Leashing - inspired by the common practice of putting

a leash on a pet. The proposed approach solves the post-
sharing control of data problem by encapsulating digital assets

(such as personal pictures) in a special container program that

protects the digital assets. The specialized container program

allows only authorized users to access protected digital assets.

Should the receiver of the digital asset decide to (re)share

the protected digital assets with unauthorized receivers, the

container program notifies the asset’s owner and gives them

the option to either grant or deny access to the previously

unauthorized subjects. In this paper, we outline the key fea-

tures and properties of the proposed Data-Leashing approach.

Keywords–data leashing, post-sharing control, digital assets

1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Various security concerns arise with the increasing number

of unprotected shared files on social media. Once someone

shares a file on any digital platform, particularly on social

media platforms (e.g. WhatsApp, Facebook, and Instagram),

they lose control over who can use and share these data.

To demonstrate the magnitude of this problem, consider the

following: After someone shares a picture with another user,

the receiver can download it to use and share without the

owner’s consent, and the owner cannot remove access from

them after they have saved the content on their device.

Although it is possible on most cloud storage services (e.g.

Google Drive) to deny access to a user after a file is shared, this

revocation of access is only possible within the cloud platform.

If the file has been downloaded to the receiver’s device before

access is revoked, it will remain stored on the receiver’s device,

and they will still be able to access it. As a result, users

cannot preserve their right to control the content they own after

sharing it. This is because the existing conventional approaches

to controlling access to digital assets allow downloading the

content in its original form, thus giving unlimited full access

to the receiver.

In this paper, we propose a novel approach called Data-
Leashing - inspired by the common practice of putting a leash
on a pet. The Data-Leashing problem is a security issue that

occurs when data is transferred between two or more parties

without any mechanisms in place on how the owner of the

data can control it after it is shared. This can leave the data

vulnerable to theft, tampering, or other malicious activities.

In conventional systems, Data-Leashing can be prevented by

implementing access control measures such as authentication,

authorization, and encryption. We urge that these approaches

are insufficient for addressing the Data-Leashing problem.

Our proposed approach solves the control of data control after
sharing problem (Data-Leashing) by encapsulating digital

assets in a special container program that protects the digital

assets (such as personal pictures). The specialized container

program allows only authorized users to access protected

digital assets. Should the receiver of the digital asset decide

to (re)share the protected digital assets with unauthorized

receivers, the container program notifies the assets owner and

gives them the option to either grant or deny access to a novel
subject. We use the term novel subject to refer to any new

receiver of a shared digital asset whom the original owner of

the digital asset did not authorize.

In essence, the container program turns passive file objects

into active entities with inbuilt functionality to actively report

on their status and security environment. One key factor that

exacerbates the problem of controlling digital assets once they

are shared is that digital files are passive objects that can be

copied, manipulated, stored, and shared without much limita-

tions of functionality built onto the digital objects themselves.

This is the fundamental premise behind our motivation to

turn passive objects into active self-protecting objects. Even

if a receiver of protected digital assets downloads and saves a

protected asset, the protection mechanism remains active. This

allows the assets’ owner to command the assets to perform a

limited set of actions, such as self-destruction. We present a

high-level architecture illustrating the key components of our

approach.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II

presents a motivating scenario to illustrate the key properties

and aspects of the data post-sharing control problem. Existing

approaches and their limitation are discussed in section III.

The high-level architecture of the Data-Leashing approach and

its key components is presented in section IV. We conclude

the paper and discuss further work in section V.

2. MOTIVATING SCENARIO

A graphic designer, Samar, has discovered that one of the

designs she made for her client has been stolen and used

without her permission. She used to send her designs to
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customers for feedback and suggestions, allowing them to save

her designs without her knowing. However, she couldn’t pre-

vent her clients from viewing their designs, as she constantly

needed their feedback.

Her friend, Hana, recommended she use a new Data-Leashing

method. Instead of sending her designs unprotected, she started

sending her designs inside a program (a virtual machine) that

could protect her work. The next time, Samar began testing

this method when sending a logo she has designed for her new

client.

Her client could download her design to access it offline,

which was convenient for them. After they edited the logo,

they decided to save a copy of it instead of having to pay

Samar for her services. First, they tried saving it as a PNG,

but they could not find a way to convert it to any format. Thus,

they decided to choose a more straightforward option: take a

screenshot of the logo, which did not work because the picture

turned black when they tried it.

Since their attempt failed, they thought of taking pictures using

their phone. However, the program was able to detect their

phone’s camera in front of the screen, so it hid the design

again. Meanwhile, the Data-Leashing server kept reporting the

client’s suspicious behaviors to Samar. When the client tries

calling someone to see what is happening, the camera detects

another figure in the room, one of which is an unrecognized

and authorized face. However, since Samar didn’t see a threat

in a client showing her designs to others, maybe to receive

different opinions from friends or family, she decided to allow

unrecognized faces to view her designs through the client’s

device.

Ultimately, her client could not figure out a way to save

Samar’s design, so they disconnected their computer from

the internet, hoping it would help them find a way to steal

the logo. However, that did not work, as Samar had already

set the content’s availability to the default 24-hour time limit.

After time had passed, her client couldn’t access the design

anymore. Therefore, they had to either purchase Samar’s plans

or give up the idea of using her work without her permission.

Overall, this data-leashing method could help Samar and many

other digital creators preserve their rights without sacrificing

customer satisfaction.

The problem presented in the scenarios has two main aspects.

(1): Content owners can lose track of their data and whom

it is being shared with by the receivers. (2): Content owners

cannot control their data after being shared; even if they can

detect that someone is using their data without permission,

there is no technical solution they can use to prevent such

unauthorized usage. The only recourse available is the legal

route where a victim can seek redress from a court of law on

the abuse of their data by an offender.

3. PROBLEM DEFINITION

Digital files shared on social media can be easily accessed,

downloaded, and shared without the owners’ knowledge or

consent. That is because users cannot maintain full control

over their shared files, which may lead to various privacy

violations, cyberbullying, intellectual property theft, and other

threats that could cause harm to individuals and organizations,

making it a significant concern for users who share their data

on digital platforms.

For example, when someone shares personal pictures on social

media, they become more vulnerable to cyberattacks, such as

identity theft or blackmail, which may cause severe financial

and personal harm. While some platforms may allow content

owners to deny access to their files being shared, these

solutions are insufficient since users who receive these files can

still download and store them on their device and may share

them with others, making it difficult for owners to monitor

their shared data and maintain control over it.

Therefore, there is a need for a novel solution that allows

users to fully protect and control their data after sharing. The

Data-Leashing problem has the following components: Owner,

Receiver, Physical Data Transfer, Electronic Data Transfer,

Digital Asset, and Unauthorized Users. The components are

depicted in Figure 2 and explained in detail in the rest of this

section.

Digital Asset (DA): Any digital information, media, or

file stored, transmitted, or accessed electronically. Examples

of digital assets can include documents, images, software,

databases, websites, and more. Access control is important in

order to protect these digital assets from unauthorized access

or modification. For example, a company may have a database

containing customer information that they want to protect

from unauthorizzed access. The company can employ access

control mechanisms such as authentication, authorization, and

encryption to ensure that only authorized users can access the

database.

Asset Owner (OW): The user with authority over a file and the

right to control its distribution and access. The person, user,

or entity that has legal rights over the data. This can include

copyright holders, authors, publishers, and other persons and

organizations with ownership rights over the distribution or

access to the data. The owner may also be responsible for

granting permission for others to access and use the data.

Authorized Recipient (AR): The person, user, or entity that

receives the data from the owner or sender. This person or

entity is responsible for using the data in accordance with the

terms and conditions set by the owner. The recipient may also

be required to agree to a data usage agreement or other legal

agreement as part of the transfer process. In the context of the

Data-Leashing problem, the receiver obtains access to the data

with the data owner’s permission. However, the receiver may

misuse or share the data with unauthorized users without the

owner’s consent.

Sharing Medium: Refers to the means by which a digital asset

is being shared. We identity three sharing mediums, namely:

electronic, physical, and screen view:

• Physical Data Transfer: The process of transferring files

from one device to another using physical media such as

optical disks, USB drives, external hard drives, and more.

This is usually done in order to quickly transfer large

amounts of data between two devices that are not connected
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Figure 1. Depiction of the Components of the Data-Leashing Problem

via a network.

• Electronic Data Transfer: The process of sending digital

files from one device to another. This can be done through

an electronic communication network such as the internet,

email, cloud storage systems, or through a direct connection

between two devices. This is a common way of sending and

receiving digital files such as documents, images, videos,

and more.

• Screen View: This is when a digital asset is shared by

showing an unauthorized recipient the display of the asset

on a screen. In this case, although the authorized recipient

has not been explicitly sent the digital asset, he has had

access to it by virtue of having seen it on the display. Such

sighting of the digital asset breaches it confidentiality if the

owner intended for that the asset should be kept confidential.

Unauthorized Recipient (UR): Someone/user who has been

explicitly or implicitly denied access to a system, resource,

or service due to inadequate access control measures. They

may not have the necessary credentials, privileges, or permis-

sions to access the resource, or they may have been blocked

explicitly by an administrator. For example, if a company

has a secure database with sensitive customer information, an

unauthorized user would be someone who does not have the

necessary permission to access the database. The administrator

may have blocked the user’s access to the database to prevent

any unauthorized access. An unauthorized user may further

share the digital asset with other unauthorized users.

This issue also refers to a user who has been shared a

confidential digital asset letting unauthorized users read the

digital asset on the user’s device. This entails indirect or

implicit sharing of the assets. For example, a user A shared a

confidential photo with another user B. Being the authorized

user, B opens the photo and then allows unauthorized user C to

view the photo on B’s device. This breaches the confidentiality

of the photo as user C is unauthorized to see it - it is meant

for the eyes of user B only.

Sharing Modes: We distinguish between explicit and implicit
sharing modes. In the explicit mode when the asset is shared

there is evidence of such sharing. For example, if the asset

has been shared by email there will be tangible evidence that

it was sent to and received by the recipient. On the hand,

with implicit sharing there is no physical evidence that such

sharing of the digital asset took happened. For example, if the

authorized recipient (AR) showed a sensitive photo received

from the owner to an unauthorized subject (UR).

4. KEY SECURITY REQUIREMENTS OR PROPERTIES OF AN

IDEAL SOLUTION TO THE DATA-LEASHING PROBLEM

The key security requirements of a solution to the Data-

Leashing problem are: Remote Asset Access Control, Self-
Destruction, Inseparability, and Indestructibility. The require-

ments are explained in more detail below:

1) Remote Asset Access Control: The ability to control the

asset even after it has been shared. This can be used

to revoke access to a digital asset that has been shared

without the permission of the owner. Alternatively, asset

access control can be used to grant access to a previously

unauthorized subject.

To achieve effective access control, the protection mech-

anism should be able to detect and distinguish between

authorized and unauthorized users’ devices. Including a

server that can connect the owner with the digital asset

while keeping a record of authorized and non-authorized

devices and can be utilized to implement a remote access

control mechanism.
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However, one limitation to this approach is when data

is being accessed offline. In such scenarios, the program

would refer to the pre-established permissions given by the

owner, while maintaining the data’s security.

2) Inseparability and Indestructibility: It should not be possi-

ble to destroy, separate, or isolate the digital asset from its

protection mechanism. The binding of the digital asset to

its protection mechanism should be a one-way function i.e.

it should be easy to bind the two but not feasible to separate

or unbind them, similar to the idea of a one-way hash

function in cryptography. If such an attempt is made by an

attacker, the asset should self-destruct. Isolation of digital

assets from the protection mechanism will leave them

vulnerable to attacks. Inseparability could be achieved by

encoding the protected data within the carrier program

using encryption algorithms.

3) Self-Destruction: Refers to the digital assets having the

functionality to destroy themselves either on demand (upon

instruction from its owner) or in case the protection mech-

anism might fail in fully protecting the data.

4) For Your Eyes Only (FYEO): An authorized user may

share the content of sensitive information by inviting

unauthorized users to view the content on the authorized

user’s device, or by capturing using an external camera

and sharing it with unauthorized users. This is a violation

of the confidentiality of the information as it is viewed

by unauthorized users. The protection mechanism should

ensure the sensitive information is only viewed by the

authorized user by detecting the presence of authorized

users and blocking the viewing if such users are detected.

While these key requirements are fundamental, there are ad-

ditional specifications that are highly preferred for an optimal

solution, including: Platform Independence, Privacy Preserv-
ing Asset Tracking, Transparency, and Portability.

1) Platform Independence: The solution should ideally be

platform-independent; that is, it should function consis-

tently across all platforms (Email, WhatsApp, OS copy

command, etc.) and without specific dependencies.

Platform independence can be achieved in various ways.

One way to achieve it is by encoding the program in

a mini virtual machine (VM), a software that behaves

as a separate environment and allows a program or an

operating system to run inside another. Using a mini VM

would be beneficial in providing independence as it will

allow the program to run consistently across different

operating systems. However, this approach might face

challenges regarding compatibility and performance. If this

option becomes inapplicable, an alternative approach to

ensure platform independence would be creating a cross-

platform. Eventually, both options would provide platform

independence to the solution.

2) Privacy-Preserving Tracking: Even after a file has been

downloaded, it should be possible for the owner of the file

to be notified when it is being shared without violating the

privacy of recipients, including unauthorized users.

Privacy-preserving tracking would be essential for the

owner to be able to take appropriate actions towards

any potential security risks. That is without violating the

privacy of other users.

3) Transparency: This security requirement implies that the

Data-Leashing mechanism while providing good protection

to the digital asset, should not change the way that the

digital asset is accessed/manipulated. This means that its

presence in the digital asset should be transparent; that is,

it should be as if it were not there.

4) Portability: It should be possible to open the digital asset

(file) through the reader normally used for opening a file

of that type. For example, if a photo in PNG format is

protected through the data-leashing approach, viewing the

file with its normal viewer should still be possible.

5. RELATED WORK

This section discusses different existing methods that can

be used in protecting shared digital content. Which in-

cludes authorization, time-limited, screen-shooting preven-
tion, facial authentication, and password-based authentica-
tion.

5.1 Authorization Approach

Authorization is one of the most common methods used

for controlling access to digital content on cloud-based

platforms [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7];as it enables the

owner to share their files with many users simultaneously

while keeping track of who can view and share the content

of these files. In addition, it allows the owner to assign

specific privileges to every user. The privileges are a set of

actions that a user is allowed to perform on the resource

such as the ability to read or write a file.

Some digital platforms that uses this approach are: Google

Drive, Dropbox, and One Drive.

In the context of protecting a shared image, the effective

implementation of an authorization approach relies on

using appropriate authentication methods. Some common

authentication methods include:

5.1.1 Face Authentication

Face authentication[8] is a technology that uses artificial

intelligence (AI) to verify people’s identities by recog-

nizing their faces to give them access to different digital

services/resources. Many technology companies, such as

Apple, use this authentication method widely as a standard

feature in their products. For example, FR allows owners

of iPhones to unlock their devices using their Face ID,

which eliminates the need to remember passwords. This

technology can be helpful in our Data-Leashing method to

prevent different types of attacks. For example, it could

be used to prevent third-party members from accessing

content through an authorized user’s device.
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5.1.2 Password-based Authentication

In this method, digital assets are protected by a program

that encrypts their content and decrypts it only when a

user types in the correct password. This method is found in

many websites and applications such as Adobe Acrobat.[9],

[10], [11] The main concern when using this method is

that although the content itself might be protected, the

password is not; because it can be hacked, leaked, or

intentionally shared with unauthorized users. However, if

the authentication process was based on a more reliable

option that cannot be exchanged (such as a digital ID or a

MAC address) this problems would be resolved.

5.2 CP-ABE-based Access

CP-ABE stands for Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based En-
cryption[12], [13], [14]. It is an encryption scheme where

users can decrypt and encrypt data based on their specific

sets of attributes. CP-ABE is widely used with sensitive

data that requires access restrictions.

5.3 Temporary Access Approach

This approach is often seen on social media platforms such

as Whatsapp, Snapchat, and Instagram. It gives the receiver

access to view digital content for a limited time, or one-
time access, which expires after opening a photo once. This

approach is very straightforward and effective. However,

it does not give the owner enough options to control the

accessibility of their digital content, as it gives viewers full

access within the allocated time, which does not protect

content until time expires. In addition, this solution is only

used to protect digital content online. However, it has more

potential and can be a beneficial way of protecting offline

content while giving owners more options to manage the

accessibility of their data.

5.4 Screenshot prevention

Screenshot prevention is a good way of protecting visual

content by hiding the content once the screenshot attempt

has been detected [15]. The same concept usually applies

to screen recording prevention methods [16]. This method

is common in many social media and streaming platforms.

One of the technologies used for this approach is the

Encrypted Media Extensions (EME), which was first used

by Netflix. This method is very useful as it enables the

user to view the digital content while it remains protected.

However, it can only be a part of the solution since it only

protects the digital content but cannot give the owner post-

sharing control of the content.

5.5 Physical Attacks Prevention Methods

To ensure sensitive data are only accessible by authorized

users, the solution should prevent any physical attacks

where authorized or unauthorized recipients may capture

shared data to save or share with others.

5.5.1 Camera recognition Approach

This approach relies on the program’s ability to detect

camera lenses in its sight using machine learning technolo-

gies, which have been implemented in similar solutions

before [17] Once a camera has been detected, the program

hides the protected image by either blurring or blocking

the screen.

However, this method has many limitations and risks. For

example, a well-hidden camera may be able to deceive the

camera detection mechanism, making the data vulnerable

to attacks. Instead, another possible approach would be

using a passive foolproof distortion mechanism that will

prevent cameras from capturing images.

5.5.2 Passive Camera deactivation Approaches

These approaches employ the differences between cameras

and human eyes. They passively prevent any physical

attacks by distorting images captured by cameras without

affecting how human eyes would observe, which ensures

images will remain protected.

One example of these approaches is the one used in

Kaleido [18]. In this approach, the original video frames

are re-encoded and subjected to chromatic frame de-

composition, illuminance frame pollution, and spatial de-

formation effects, causing significant quality degradation

imperceptible to human eyes. The method leverages the

rolling-shutter effect found in most cameras (where the

image is captured line by line sequentially) to disrupt the

video recording process. While this technique may not

be effective with high-end cameras equipped with global

shutters, adopting a similar approach could benefit the

Data-Leashing solution by stopping unauthorized video

recording without needing additional hardware.

5.6 The Use of blockchains in Non-Fungible Tokens

(NFTs)

NFT stands for non-fungible tokens, unique digital assets

representing ownership over a non-replaceable item such as

an image, video, or any other form of digital media. NFTs

are built on blockchain[19], [20] technology, allowing them

to be traded like physical assets while protecting them by

proving a digital asset’s ownership and authenticity.

5.7 Steganography

Steganography[21], [22] is a technique of hiding messages

or information inside another. For example, it could be

hiding a photo or a program inside an image by attaching it

to the EXIF files. EXIF (Exchangeable Image File Format)

are those files attached to images to carry important data

about the image, for instance, the time when the photo was

taken. These files could be compromised to execute code, a

widely used method with self-executing viruses. However,

it could also be used for ethical purposes, such as protect-

ing data. There are different ways to use steganography to

protect photos, including:
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• A photo inside a photo[23], [24] In this method, we

can hide the image we want to protect inside another

by slightly changing the RGB values of specific pixels

in a way that is not visible to the bare eye. Another

way is by attaching the photo to be protected at the end

of another photo’s code. However, this solution cannot

be independent as it requires a program to decrypt the

data (photo) that has been encrypted. In addition, it

cannot prevent screenshots and other possible attacks.

Therefore, an alternative method to hide a self-executing

program that could decrypt the hidden photo and protect

it from different attacks is needed.

• A program inside a photo In this method, a code is

embedded inside a picture allowing it to carry a self-

executing program that could run independently as long

as the usage is let to load. Nevertheless, this technique

could lose effectiveness once the image is stopped from

loading, as the program protecting the photo would not

execute. Hence, the carried photo would be vulnerable

to all kinds of attacks. Moreover, in both methods, a

knowledgeable attacker can access the hidden pictures

or code using steganalysis, the study of decrypting

messages hidden using steganography.

5.8 Device Fingerprinting

Device fingerprinting[25], [26] is a process that involves

collecting and analyzing various unique characteristics of

a device. That is to create a digital fingerprint that serves

as a distinct identifier for that device, similar to human

fingerprints. These characteristics may include hardware or

software configurations, MAC address, screen resolution,

and other attributes specific to the device that would be

hard to replicate.

Device fingerprinting is often used for various purposes.

In the context of Data-Leashing, a program can determine

whether it has been transferred from one device to the

other by creating a unique device fingerprint using insen-

sitive data obtained from that device. It can then apply

consecutive checks to ensure the program carrying the

digital asset remains on the same device. If the current

fingerprint differs from the previously recorded one, the

system can assume the program might have been shared or

transferred. It then takes an appropriate action to keep the

digital asset protected. To conclude, a device fingerprinting

technique will equip the solution with privacy-preserving

asset tracking and assure data safety.

6. THE DATA-LEASHING APPROACH

The high-level architecture of the Data-Leashing approach

and its key components is depicted in Figure 2. A Data-

Leashing solution consists of a mini virtual machine,

access control functions, access control data, an interface,

a digital asset, and a server. These components of Data-

Leashing are explained in the following subsections:

Figure 2. High-level architecture of the solution

6.1 Mini Virtual Machine

Using a virtual machine (VM) provides platform indepen-

dence, meaning the Data-Leashing approach will work on

any operating system.

This mini virtual machine (VM) contains the components

needed for the Data-Leashing approach, including: an
interface (2), a digital asset (3), access control functions
(4), and access control data (5).

6.2 Interface

The interface will allow users to interact with the virtual

machine and view its content while keeping it protected.

6.3 Digital Asset

The digital asset refers to the image or data to be protected.

6.4 Server

The server is a client application that connects the mini

VM and the digital asset owner. Any communication

between the owner and the mini VM will be done through

the server. It will also provide the owner with a dashboard

for monitoring and controlling their data. In addition, it

will save a copy of the owner’s information so they can

access their dashboard from other devices.

6.5 Access Control Functions

Access Control Functions are a set of functions that to

protects the digital asset by limiting the user’s abilities to

view, save or edit the digital asset. These functions are

responsible for giving user’s their privileges based on the

roles assigned to them.

The access control functions component enforces strict

access control over the hidden data (image) stored inside

the mini VM. It employs encryption algorithms to conceal

the data from users, ensuring users will not be able to

directly access or view protected data unless it is explicitly

displayed by the program.
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The access control functions utilize a combination of

MAC address and device fingerprinting to detect unau-

thorized transfers of the program. When the program is

first installed, it records the device’s MAC address and

creates a unique fingerprint based on its attributes. During

subsequent checks, it compares the current MAC address

and fingerprint with the recorded ones. If either changes,

the program infers that it has been moved to another

device, triggering access restrictions where it immediately

hides the image until the device reconnects to the server

for further access verification.

In the access verification process, the program communi-

cates with the server to confirm the device’s authorization

status from the access control data. It sends the device’s

identification details (i.e. MAC address and fingerprint)

to the server. The server then compares this information

with its records to decide whether this device has been

authorized by the owner or not, and whether it should grant

or deny access from it. The server then sends confirmation

to the program, allowing it to display the image.

This process ensures that only authorized devices can be

used to access protected data, whether it is online or

offline. Devices need to connect to the server once for

verification, which guarantees the digital asset will remain

secure. Additionally, it allows users to conveniently share

the data container (VM) with others, while waiting for

owner’s approval before giving access to new users.

Furthermore, as long as the image is on display, it remains

secured by a mechanism similar to the one discussed in

subsection 5.5.2.This protection ensures that unauthorized

recording or capture attempts would result in degraded or

unusable versions, preserving the image’s security during

its display.

In case the program fails to protect the digital asset for any

reason, the Access Control Functions keeps the data safe

by either hiding it or initiating a self-destruct mechanism

to make sure the data will never be leaked.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have proposed the idea of Data-Leashing,

a novel approach to the problem of controlling data after

it has been shared online. There is currently no method of

protecting data after it has been shared. The Data-Leashing

approach has the potential to solve this issue by providing

a mini virtual machine (VM) that carries and protects its

data content. This virtual machine works like a file viewer

that is portable and platform-independent to ensure it can

be shared easily across a variety of devices. It comes with a

set of access control functions, access control data, and an

interface connecting the content viewer with the mini VM.

In addition, it is linked to a server that keeps it linked to the

owner, where the VM can receive commands and send ac-

tivity updates regularly. It also gives full protection over its

content by encapsulation techniques similar to Encrypted
Media Extensions (EME) that are used in Digital Rights
Management (DRM) along with some camera deactivation

technologies, while allowing viewers to edit and save data

offline under the owner’s authority as long as the digital

assets are being protected inside the VM under the owner’s

control. In future work, we will implement the proposed

architecture of the solution to evaluate its feasibility and

effectiveness. Once the feasibility is confirmed, we will

develop the proof-of-concept into a product and evaluate

its practicality across different platforms.
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